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Self-publisher decides to make another one
By Kent Roberts
Self-publisher Kent Roberts
decided today to make another issue
of his publication Kent.
“It’s been a while,” said Kent
Manager of Scheduling (KMS) Kent
Roberts. “I sort of put out some
issues from March to June, a string
of really depressing issues. I’m not
sure if they were real issues. I didn’t
make any paper copies. I just put
them online. I was processing
something. F--- those issues.”
It is the general opinion around
Kent HQ that the issues published

“We’re getting things
back on track here.”
– Kent Roberts
between March and May 2019 are
illegitimate.
“The inmates were running the
asylum at that point,” said Kent
Amateur Psychiatric Self-Nurse
(KAPSN) Kent Roberts. “It wasn’t
pretty – and I do agree with the
general consensus that those issues

should essentially be stricken from
the record.”
Kenternet Webmaster (KW) Kent
Roberts explained that TGIKent.com
would not be presenting any of the
issues. “Forget they exist,” said KW
Roberts. “I already have.”
KMS Roberts said that the new
issue would recenter the selflication
and study an important theme.
“We’re getting things back on track,”
he said. “And part of that is about
Kent connecting with his old friends,
since they want him to realize his
purpose: spreading the word about
Kentself on hills and also, perhaps
more importantly, in dells.”

“D” key malfunctioning
By Kent Roberts
Sometimes the "D" key
on my laptop doesn't work

when I turn it on. I need
that key to type my
password. So I restart the
computer and hope the

key works when it comes
back on.

Update: I attached the
keyboard from the desktop
computer at Kent HQ to
the laptop. Now it works.

Laundry situation
By Kent Roberts
I am now doing two different loads
of laundry. The purchase of a pack

of white undershirts necessitated a
separate load to preserve them. To
keep the loads separate, I put dirty
white shirts on the shelf of a

bookcase in my closet. I’m not sure
why there’s a bookcase in my closet,
but it’s helpful to laundry-sorting.

Fact & Fiction About Kent Roberts
Fact: Yesterday Kent Roberts’ breakfast was two pieces of untoasted toast.
Fiction: Kent never stuffs two pieces of bread in his mouth and calls it breakfast.
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Kentphorism:

Kentphorism:

“Try at all times not to be an
asshole, because that way, some
of the time you will succeed.”

bacKent

“Treat children like adults, and
treat some of them like adults
who understand the tax code.”

* the only Kent Roberts publication backside that gives you an eerie sense that you’re in a simulacrum *

Old friend comes to visit
By Kent Roberts
Kent Old Friend
(KOF) Jordan Carlos
recently visited
Minneapolis. He was in
town to perform

comedy at the local
comedy club1. KOF
Carlos invited selfpublisher Kent Roberts
to his room to help him
videotape an audition
for a sort of TV show.

Roberts was excited
to participate in this
process. “I went to
college for acting, but I
somehow have never
really tried to act,” he
said. “It’s inspiring to

be around someone
who actually moved
his career forward.”
Roberts looked at his
feet and sighed deeply.
This reporter abruptly
exited the room.

Interview: Kent talks New Year’s resolutions
By Kent Roberts
Kent: So, how is it
going with the nicotine
gum? Are you just
going to chew that
forever? I thought you
were going to stop.
Kent: I guess I am
generally pleased that I
was able to get off
cigarettes, so the
nicotine gum doesn’t
bother me all that much.
Kent: You know, some
people just chew the
gum forever. There’s

that one woman in that
support group who has
been chewing it for
years. Will that be you?

I promise not
to chew the
gum for years.
Kent: No. I promise not
to chew the gum for
years. I am just having
difficulty getting off it.

Kent: Are you prepared
to make a New Year’s
resolution for 2020 to
get off the gum? Will
you make that
commitment?
Kent: Sure, that’s fine.
Kent: You sound a little
blasé. Maybe take this a
little more seriously: are
you really committed to
quitting?
Kent: Yes, I will quit
for 2020. That’s a good
resolution.

Kent: Are there any
other resolutions you
would like to share?
Kent: Yes… I resolve
to start getting up at
7am and to start
exercising more
regularly. I resolve to
work on writing or
performance every day.
Kent: If I write down
all these resolutions on a
piece of paper, will you
sign it?
Kent: Sure.
Kent: I’ll hold you to
that.

Current bananarama not that gross
By Kent Roberts
I take bananas with me to eat as
snacks when I work at the

coffeeshop. The pocket on the
driver’s-side door of my car
typically has a few banana peels
in it. It’s a little gross, but it’s not

that gross because it’s so cold
outside.

1 Acme Comedy Club. Copyright © 2020 Don’t Worry, Kent Roberts Will Not Screw Everything Up, Just Many of the Things, and Perhaps Most of the Things.

